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S.No Clarifications - Questions Clarification – Answers 

1 
Does the phrase  "pre-trail detention 

decisions" mentioned in the first issue, refers 

to predective policing with regard to para (4) 

or judicial detentions while trial is underway. 

Is it simply police custody or judiciary 

custody? 

                   No clarification issued 

2. 
Has AI replaced public prosecutor?  No clarification issued 

3. 
Is there a provision for appeals against orders 

based on AI predictions? If so, what forum 

can they approach to appeal and under what 

provision?  

No clarification issued 

4. 
In Para 8, it is written that the algorithm is 

trained on historical criminal justice data 

including "public data sources". What do 

“public data sources” include?  

No clarification issued 

5. 
In Para 9, it is written that the AI algorithm 

was tested using a large dataset of historical 

criminal justice data. What does "historical 

criminal justice data" mean here and how was 

the algorithm tested on its basis? 

No clarification issued 

6. 
Is BNIML a public or a private body 

collaborating with the state of Bharat Nadu?  

It is a Centrally Funded Technical Institute 

7. 
Is the role of Yuga Drishti (AI Algorithm) 

binding in nature or merely suggestive? 

No clarification issued 
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8. 
In Para 12 in the moot proposition, is the 

caste and religion of the people also taken 

into account? 

No clarification issued 

9. 
Whether due consent was taken before 

collecting people's data, or is the collection 

based on deemed consent? 

No clarification issued 

10. 
Can we presume the facts ? No clarification issued 

11. 
Whether the petitioners have approached the 

Supreme court or High court? 

Supreme Court 

 

12.  
Can we consider international precedents  No clarification issued 

13. 
If public prosecutors still have a role in the 

bail/sentencing/pre-trial detention hearings, 

what is the use of AI limited to?  

 No clarification issued 


